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T

he availability of relatively cheap small jet aircrafts suggests a new air transportation business: dial-a-ﬂight,
an on-demand service in which travelers call a few days in advance to schedule transportation. A successful
on-demand air transportation service requires an effective scheduling system to construct minimum-cost pilot
and jet itineraries for a set of accepted transportation requests. In Part I, we introduced an integer multicommodity network ﬂow model with side constraints for the dial-a-ﬂight problem and showed that small instances
can be solved effectively. Here, we demonstrate that high-quality solutions for large-scale real-life instances can
be produced efﬁciently by embedding the core optimization technology in a local search scheme. To achieve
the desired level of performance, metrics were devised to select neighborhoods intelligently, a variety of search
diversiﬁcation techniques were included, and an asynchronous parallel implementation was developed.
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1.

Introduction

collaboration with, the DayJet Corporation (2005). In
Part I (Espinoza et al. 2008), we introduced an integer multicommodity network ﬂow model with side
constraints for the dial-a-ﬂight problem, presented a
variety of techniques to control the size of the network
and to strengthen the quality of the linear programming relaxation, and showed that small (eight-plane)
instances can be solved effectively. However, DayJet
expects to operate with a ﬂeet of more than 300 jets
by 2009 and with a ﬂeet of more than 1,000 jets by
2011. Therefore, DayJet needs schedule optimization
technology that can efﬁciently handle instances of the
dial-a-ﬂight problem involving hundreds of jets and
thousands of requests. The integer multicommodity
network ﬂow model with side constraints introduced
in Part I cannot be used directly to satisfy their needs.
We demonstrate, however, that by embedding the
core optimization technology in a parallel local search
scheme, it is possible to produce high-quality solutions efﬁciently for large-scale real-life instances.
At about midnight, when ofﬂine schedule optimization is performed, a feasible schedule already exists.
This schedule has been produced by the reservation
system that sequentially processes requests for air

The availability of relatively cheap small jet aircrafts
will revolutionize the air transportation business,
because it makes operating an on-demand service in
which travelers call a day or a few days in advance
to schedule transportation a viable business proposition. Such dial-a-ﬂight systems give regional travelers the option of boarding small jets ﬂying to and
from smaller, less congested airports that are closer
to where they live and where they want to go. They
also avoid the need to deal with packed parking lots,
long lines at security checkpoints, ﬂight delays, lost
luggage, and plane changes at hubs.
To effectively manage day-to-day operations at
an on-demand air transportation service, several
optimization-based scheduling components need to
be employed, among others: (1) an online scheduling
system to quickly inform passengers whether their air
transportation requests can be served, and at what
price; and (2) an ofﬂine scheduling system to construct minimum-cost pilot and jet itineraries for the
next day once the reservation deadline has passed.
In this two-part paper, we discuss the components
of an ofﬂine scheduling system developed for, and in
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transportation. To ensure that commitments to customers can be satisﬁed, the reservation system maintains a feasible schedule of accepted transportation
requests at all times. Therefore, rather than constructing an optimized schedule from scratch, we have
chosen to improve the schedule produced by the
reservation system using a local search scheme that
relies on our core scheduling optimization technology
to completely explore suitably chosen neighborhoods.
Even though a straightforward local search scheme
produces high-quality schedules, it may not produce
them fast enough. There is a three-hour window in
which no new requests are accepted and the schedule
must be ﬁnalized so that ﬂight plans can be ﬁled with
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in time
before the morning shift commences. To enhance the
performance, we have created a set of metrics to select
neighborhoods intelligently, and we have devised a
variety of search diversiﬁcation techniques. Furthermore, we have developed a scalable asynchronous
parallel implementation. The resulting parallel local
search scheme has been shown to be capable of producing schedules that are within a few percent of
optimality for instances with over 300 jets and over
2,800 requests.
Local search is an active area of research, and
our scheme has similarities to several other effective techniques. We mention a few. It has similarities
to randomized adaptive spatial decoupling (RASD),
introduced by Bent and Van Hentenryck (2007), in
that in each iteration of the local search a subset of the
requests is selected, reoptimized, and reintroduced in
the global solution. However, our scheme uses metrics
to intelligently select the subset of requests, whereas
RASD relies on random choices. It has similarities
to the adaptive large neighborhood search (ALNS)
proposed by Ropke and Pisinger (2006), in that our
scheme dynamically adjusts the choice of neighborhood over time to ensure that the most appropriate
neighborhood is always being used. It has similarities to large neighborhood search as introduced by
Shaw (1998) for solving vehicle-routing problems in
which constraint programming is used to reinsert a
subset of extracted customers into the partial solution. Constraint programming techniques are used to
reinsert customers, as opposed to using simple leastcost insertion ideas, to explore a much larger neighborhood. We use integer programming to explore
large neighborhoods deﬁned by a subset of planes
and a subset of requests and consisting of all feasible ﬂight schedules serving these requests. We have
chosen to use large neighborhoods because we have
observed that small neighborhoods involving only
simple changes to an existing schedule tend to converge to bad local optima because most of these simple changes are infeasible.
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The remainder of Part II is organized as follows.
In §2 we introduce the basic local search scheme. In §3
we present a variety of metrics designed to improve
neighborhood selection. In §4 we consider modiﬁcations to the basic local search scheme to generate
alternate neighborhoods, and we describe their use
to enhance the overall performance. In §5 we discuss
the asynchronous parallelization of the local search
scheme. In §6 we give our recommendations for combining the ideas to yield a comprehensive scheme.

2.

Optimization-Based Local Search

Local search schemes identify improved solutions in
the neighborhood of the current solution. By using
neighborhoods involving subsets of jets, we are able
to use our core optimization technology to completely
explore the neighborhoods and therefore to identify
the best schedule in a neighborhood. The use of
optimization to explore (very) large neighborhoods
has proven to be successful in several other transportation contexts; see, for example, Agarwal et al.
(2003); Archetti, Savelsbergh, and Speranza (2008);
and De Franceschi, Fischetti, and Toth (2006).
Because passengers never have to change planes,
any subset of jets J ⊂  of a given feasible schedule
identiﬁes a set of requests RJ ⊂ . Consequently, any
subset J ⊂  deﬁnes a smaller instance of the dial-aﬂight problem (DAFP), which can be optimized using
the multicommodity network ﬂow model described
in Part I. This results in the basic local search scheme
speciﬁed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. search(n t)
randomly choose J ⊂  with J  = n
formulate and solve DAFP(J )
if an improved schedule is found then
update master schedule
end if
if search time exceeds t then
stop
end if
Even though the basic local search scheme can
substantially improve the schedule produced by the
reservation system, the scheme can be enhanced in
several ways to make it more efﬁcient and more effective. These enhancements are detailed in the remainder of the paper.
For testing purposes, DayJet has provided us with
the feasible schedules returned by their online reservation system for 10 simulated days of typical operation of a ﬂeet in the southeastern United States. These
schedules deﬁne instances of DAFP with 46 airports,
a ﬂeet of 312 jets, and roughly 2,700 requests. The
basic statistics are shown in Table 1. For each instance
we provide the number of scheduled requests (REQS),
the total number of scheduled passengers (PASS),
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Table 1

Initial Online Schedules

Table 2

Impact of n on Algorithm 1

Day

REQS

PASS

LEGS

DHEADS

DIST

FLTIME

n

IMPROV

ATT

SUCC

CHG/SUCC

TIME/IP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2720
2698
2743
2782
2704
2694
2685
2854
2768
2730

3450
3436
3476
3549
3456
3453
3434
3645
3518
3440

2923
2941
2943
3003
3008
2939
2920
3021
2999
2978

901
892
902
916
950
886
875
892
922
940

819792
830237
829673
835238
831870
827194
832408
835762
833185
832408

202302
204620
204585
206495
205931
203938
204743
206813
206049
205689

3
4
5
6
7
8

570
554
513
488
477
420

235625
93248
43457
22787
13775
8064

230
528
990
1651
2425
3361

2160
2306
2448
2663
2923
3178

013
036
083
172
305
567

the number of legs ﬂown (LEGS), the number of
“deadheads” or empty legs ﬂown (DHEADS), the distance required (DIST), and the ﬂying time required
(FLTIME).
All of our neighborhoods result in a DAFP, and we
will use the technology described in Part I for its solution. As before, our objective is to minimize ﬂying
time. DayJet has imposed a time limit of four hours
for ofﬂine schedule optimization, and we use this
limit as the stopping criteria for all search schemes.
Because we only want to spend a limited amount
of time exploring each neighborhood, a time limit of
75 seconds was imposed on the solution of each integer program, and we ask the solver to return the ﬁrst
integer-feasible solution found. Using the results in
Part I to guide our selection, we use an aggregation
level of  = 10 and the most basic time discretization
of  = 1440.
The ﬁrst question we ask is: How does the number
of jets n selected at each iteration affect the performance of Algorithm 1? Large values of n are more
likely to result in larger schedule improvements but
will require more evaluation time. Given that we
have only a limited amount of computation time for
schedule optimization, the time required to explore
a neighborhood determines the number of neighborhood searches. Smaller values of n may yield smaller
improvements, but being able to perform signiﬁcantly
more searches may turn out to yield better results.
We ran Algorithm 1 with the settings discussed
above for each of the 10 instances with different
values of n. The results are shown in Table 2. The
statistics presented for each n are the average percentage of improvement in ﬂight time over the initial online reservation schedule (IMPROV), the total
number of neighborhood searches attempted (ATT),
the percentage of neighborhood searches that were
successful (SUCC), the average change per success in
minutes (CHG/SUCC), and the average integer program solution time in seconds (TIME/IP).
We see that even with this basic scheme, we are
able to get substantial improvements within the fourhour time limit. We observe that the success rate, the

average change per success, and the average integer
program solution time all increase with n. However,
the average reduction in ﬂight time decreases as n
gets larger. The reason is that the average change per
success does not increase enough to merit the extra
search time needed for larger neighborhoods. This
becomes clear from the number of neighborhoods we
can search for the smallest values of n. The best results
in this experiment are obtained for n = 3. However, as
we will see later, when we further improve the success rate or the average change per success for the
larger neighborhoods, the advantage will shift in their
favor.
One question that may come to mind is why we
do not continue past the ﬁrst feasible solution found
in the hope of improving the average change per
success? We performed such an experiment, but the
results were worse. The initial solution was usually
the optimal one, and we spent unnecessary time trying to prove optimality, and thereby reduced the total
number of neighborhoods searched.

3.

Metrics

The computational experiment in §2 demonstrates
that the basic local search scheme is able to substantially improve the schedules produced by the
reservation system. Next, we focus on improving its
efﬁciency by trying to make intelligent choices of
neighborhoods rather than random ones. Therefore,
we deﬁned and experimented with a variety of metrics that aim to identify a subset of jets that is (more)
likely to contain an improved schedule. We created
metrics by trying to correlate success (i.e., ﬁnding an
improved schedule) with characteristics of the subset
of jets. We distinguish two types of metrics: one-jet
metrics and two-jet metrics.
A one-jet metric quantiﬁes a particular characteristic of a single jet’s current itinerary. The idea is to use
a one-jet metric to select a base jet that is a good candidate for improvement. Typically, the more successful
one-jet metrics are those that identify jets with “bad”
itineraries. To identify bad itineraries, it is helpful
to examine good itineraries. High-quality schedules
are characterized by many legs with multiple passengers (i.e., satisfying several requests with one or
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two ﬂights) and few legs without passengers (i.e., limited deadheading or repositioning of jets). Two of the
more successful one-jet metrics were the ones that
chose jets with itineraries that had a small number of
legs with multiple passengers (passenger miles/total
miles), or that had a large amount of deadhead time
(deadhead time/duration). Other metrics chose jets
that had itineraries that visited a large number of different airports, had a large number of ﬂight legs, or
served a small number of passengers.
Two-jet metrics are more complex and are used to
measure the similarity between the itineraries of two
jets. After we have chosen the base jet, we want to
choose the remaining jets in the neighborhood so as
to complement the base jet using a two-jet metric.
We compare the itinerary of the base jet with the
itineraries of all other jets using a metric and choose
the ones that compare the most favorably. Several
two-jet metrics were successful. Here, we present the
three most effective ones.
The ﬁrst two-jet metric is based on common airports visited in the jets’ itineraries. For the base jet
to swap legs with another jet, the legs ﬂown by the
other jet must depart or arrive at airports that are
close to where the base jet is usually located. A good
estimator for the base jet’s location is its home base.
Therefore, for a base jet j B , a jet j = j B , and some ﬁxed
time radius t, we deﬁne the base airport radius metric
to be
radius_metric(j B  j) = A
where
A = a ∈  a is visited by j
and ﬂight_time(home_base(j B ) a) ≤ t
The second two-jet metric is based on the passengers serviced in the other plane’s itinerary. For the
base jet to be able to exchange passengers with the
other plane, the passengers serviced by the other jet
must have origins and destinations that are visited by
the base jet. The key is to make sure that the exchange
is also feasible with respect to time. For a base jet j B
and a jet j = j B , we deﬁne the passenger matches metric
to be
matches_metric(j B  j) = O ∪ D
where
O = r ∈  r is serviced by j and j B
departs from origin(r) before latest(r)
− ﬂight_time(origin(r) destination(r))
and
D = r ∈  r is serviced by j and j B arrives at
destination(r) after earliest(r)
+ ﬂight_time(origin(r) destination(r))

The ﬁnal two-jet metric is based on the distance
between the base jet and the other plane throughout the day. We would like the planes to be relatively close to each other to be able to consider more
exchanges. Let t1      tp ∈  . For a base jet j B and a
jet j = j B , we deﬁne the distance metric to be
distance_metric(j B  j)
=

p

i=1

ﬂight_time(aj B  ti  aj ti )

where aj ti  is the closest airport to j at time ti .
The local search scheme with metrics incorporated
is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. guided_search(n t)
select one-jet metric
choose base jet j B ∈ 
select two-jet metric
choose J ⊂  with J  = n, j B ∈ J , and
the remainder of J to be the closest j to j B
by the chosen metric
formulate and solve DAFP(J )
if an improved schedule is found then
update master schedule
end if
if search time exceeds t then
stop
end if
The best results were obtained when incorporating
two-jet metrics. Although preliminary experiments
with one-jet metrics showed that they were useful on
their own, we found that when combined with twojet metrics the results were not consistent enough to
justify choosing the base jet intelligently. Therefore, in
the computational experiments we report, base jet j B
in Algorithm 2 is chosen randomly.
To validate the use of metrics, we reran the experiment in the previous section using Algorithm 2. In
our scheme, 25% of the time we chose J randomly,
and in all other iterations we selected one of the three
metrics discussed above with equal probability (i.e.,
25% each) and used it to choose J . The results are
shown in Table 3.
We ﬁrst observe that for all n the improvements
are better than for the random neighborhoods. The
Table 3

Metrics

n

IMPROV

ATT

SUCC

CHG/SUCC

TIME/IP

3
4
5
6
7
8

586
620
645
637
641
610

212750
83103
39399
20642
12664
7303

253
652
1310
2144
3199
4341

2230
2349
2564
2951
3247
3949

017
047
110
240
427
818
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6.5
n=3
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5.5

RANDOM
RADIUS
MATCHES
DISTANCE

5.0
4.5

Metric Contributions for n = 5
IMPROV

ATT

SUCC

CHG/SUCC

TIME/IP

069
185
195
196

9736
9770
9838
10055

626
1503
1298
1799

2335
2586
3137
2219

083
130
109
118

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

Search time
Figure 1

Tailing Off

worst overall improvement in this experiment (5.86%)
was better than the best improvement in the previous experiment (5.70%), and both of these occur for
n = 3. The size that performs best in this experiment
is n = 5, and to get a better understanding of why, we
have plotted the average reduction in ﬂight time for
n = 3 5, and 8 at half-hour intervals throughout their
respective searches in Figure 1.
In the ﬁrst half hour, the improvement mimics
what we saw in the previous experiment with worse
improvement as n gets larger. However, as we get to
45 minutes, n = 3 has been overtaken by n = 5, and by
2.75 hours, it has also been overtaken by n = 8. It is
clear that smaller neighborhoods are tailing off sooner
than larger neighborhoods, and had we allowed the
search to continue, n = 8 would have eventually surpassed n = 5. We did not notice this phenomenon in
the previous experiment because we were not getting
far enough in the searches. The metrics have accelerated our searches and allowed us to achieve more
within the four-hour time limit.
Because n = 5 was most successful, we would like
to gain a better understanding of what each individual metric contributed to its performance. We have
divided the performance among each of the individual metrics and present them in Table 4. The distance metric contributes the most to the improvement
despite possessing the worst average change per success because its success rate is the highest of all. The
best average change per success belongs to the passenger matches metric, and it is not surprising that it
performs just as well as the distance metric. The most
important point is that all of the metrics outperform
choosing the subset randomly, which averaged about
one-third of the improvement yielded by any of the
other metrics.
The tailing off shown in Figure 1 indicates that success rate and the average change per success are functions of search time and decrease as we get closer to

optimality. When we observe the increases in average integer program solution times when comparing Tables 2 and 3, we may be tempted to conclude
that integer program solution times also get worse
as the solution gets closer to optimality. However,
Table 4 shows that the metrics themselves are what
make the integer programs slightly harder. The average solution time when choosing J randomly for n = 5
is still 0.83 seconds, even though we have reached a
much better solution. We believe that when metrics
are used, the interaction of airports and passengers
that are similar causes the networks to grow more
rapidly as jets are added to the neighborhood, and
this generates integer programs that are harder to
solve.
The ﬁnal question we ask in this section is whether
these metrics are effective on their own or is there
some synergistic effect? To answer this question, we
ran Algorithm 2 for each of the 10 instances with n = 5
and three new schemes for selecting J . In scheme
RAD (MTC, DST) we select the base airport radius
(passenger matches, distance) metric 75% of the time
and choose J randomly otherwise. We also include the
results from Algorithm 1, where we always chose J
randomly (RND), and the results from Algorithm 2
using the equilikely distribution (ALL) above for comparison. The results are shown in Table 5.
Although two of the individual metric schemes
(MTC and DST) outperformed the basic scheme from
§2 (RND), the best improvements came from the
scheme in which metrics were chosen with equal
probabilities (ALL). The appropriate mix of these metrics is highly dependent on the instance characteristics. For example, if the region is small, the base
airport radius metric will be much less important.
Although we do not claim that the equal probability
scheme is optimal, it is one that has been successful
for us on many large instances and is the one we use
throughout the rest of the paper.
Table 5
SCHEME

Performance of Individual Metric Schemes
IMPROV

ATT

SUCC

CHG/SUCC

TIME/IP

RND
RAD
MTC
DST

513
485
591
536

43457
34541
42651
40417

990
1121
974
1147

2448
2569
2919
2371

083
122
105
110

ALL

645

39399

1310

2564

110
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Diversiﬁcation

Table 7

We have seen that overall improvement is a balance
of three important statistics: (1) the total number of
neighborhood searches attempted, (2) the percentage
of neighborhood searches that were successful, and
(3) the average change per success. Throughout our
search, if we can switch to new neighborhoods that
improve at least one of the three (without signiﬁcant negative effects to the others), we expect better
results. The metrics discussed in §3 are examples of
this type of diversiﬁcation. They improved the success
rate and the average change per success while slightly
decreasing the number of neighborhood searches. In
this section, we consider other ways to modify the
neighborhoods and alter these statistics favorably and
therefore yield greater reductions in ﬂight time.
4.1. Discretization Levels
We have already seen the impact of switching to
larger subsets on the critical statistics. Until now, we
have held the discretization level ﬁxed at  = 1440.
To measure the effects of moving to ﬁner discretizations in our local search scheme, we ran Algorithm 2
with the equal probability metric selection scheme for
each of the 10 instances with n = 5 and different discretization levels. These results are shown in Table 6.
Finer discretizations have a dramatic effect on
all three statistics. Although the success rate nearly
doubles at the ﬁnest granularity and the average change per success improves, the average integer program solution time is four times as long.
Although these results appear to discourage the use
of ﬁner discretizations, we believe that moving to
ﬁner discretizations as the search progresses might be
successful. The reason for this is that as we get farther along in the search, the success rate and the average change per success decrease for each n, and the
smaller neighborhoods become less attractive.
To validate the use of larger n and ﬁner discretizations later in the scheme, we have used our best
solutions from n = 5 with  = 1440 after three hours
of searching and switched to n = 6 with varied discretizations for the ﬁnal hour of our search. The
results for this ﬁnal hour are shown in Table 7.
The results conﬁrm our intuition that moving to
larger neighborhoods and ﬁner discretizations later in
the search can indeed improve our average reduction
in ﬂight time. The discretization that worked best in
Table 6

Impact of  for n = 5



IMPROV

ATT

SUCC

CHG/SUCC

TIME/IP

10
30
60
1,440

508
609
627
645

12949
24905
30771
39399

2599
1820
1555
1310

3094
2757
2685
2564

408
184
144
110

Finer Discretizations in the Final Hour



IMPROV

ATT

SUCC

CHG/SUCC

TIME/IP

30
60
1,440

642
652
650

3664
4536
5549

1018
1025
906

1908
1955
1745

357
272
219

this experiment was  = 60, but we also improved
by just switching to a larger neighborhood with  =
1440. The results also conﬁrm that the success rate
and the average change per success are functions of
search time and decrease as our solution improves.
Both statistics decreased dramatically in the ﬁnal hour
for  = 1440 as compared to the four-hour averages
in Table 3, whereas the average integer program solution time actually improved slightly from 2.40 to 2.19
seconds.
We do not believe discretizations of  ≤ 30 will be
effective, because switching to a larger neighborhood
size, i.e., switching from neighborhood size n to n + 1,
seems to produce better results. We do believe that
switching to a discretization level of  = 60 may prove
beneﬁcial as part of a transition scheme to the next
larger neighborhood size.
4.2. Time Interval Focus
We know that considering neighborhoods with more
jets in the later stages of our search improves the
results. Next, we explore ideas that allow us to use
neighborhoods involving more jets effectively earlier
in the search. To do so, we need to increase the number of neighborhood searches without signiﬁcantly
decreasing the success rate or the average change per
success.
When creating an instance of DAFP for a subset of
jets J , we construct an individual jet network (Vj  Ej )
for every j ∈ J . Whereas the number of networks
grows linearly with the size of the subset J , the size of
each network grows at a much quicker rate. To illustrate this, we have sampled jet subsets with sizes up
to 25 and plotted the average number of edges per
individual jet network for three different discretization levels. The results are shown in Figure 2. The
reason for the rapid growth of the number of edges
is that an individual jet network grows faster than
linear in the number of requests used in its creation
and that there are approximately nine requests in a jet
itinerary.
This suggests that the key to increasing the number of neighborhood searches is reducing the size of
an individual jet network and that that can be accomplished by limiting the set of requests that can be
served by a jet.
Let R j denote the set of requests served by jet j
in the current schedule and let Qj denote the set of
requests that may be served by jet j ∈ J . Although
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Network Growth

there are many ways to deﬁne the sets Qj , we have
chosen to do so by “freezing” the current schedule
except for a certain time interval. More speciﬁcally,
we choose a time interval e l ∈  ×  and for all jets
j ∈ J , we deﬁne Qj to be the set of requests served by
jet j in the current schedule plus all the requests that
must be served in e l, or
Qj = R j ∪ r ∈ RJ earliest(r) ≥ e latest(r) ≤ l
As a consequence, any request in RJ that can be
served outside e l will be served by the jet that
serves it in the current schedule.
The use of the sets Qj for j ∈ J can easily be accommodated during network generation simply by only
considering requests r ∈ Qj when generating the individual jet network for jet j. The metrics discussed
in §3 can be modiﬁed appropriately when a portion
of the schedule is frozen. For example, we only calculate the metrics for ﬂights taking place within the
time interval e l ∈  ×  .
Although there are many ways to choose appropriate time intervals, the most natural thing to do is to
use the schedules themselves to make this choice. We
have examined the daily trends, and there are distinct morning and evening peaks each day in which
an overwhelming majority of the requests are satisﬁed. We use two nonoverlapping six-hour intervals
that cover both of the peaks. The number of requests
that must be serviced in each interval is roughly half
of the total number of requests.

To measure the effectiveness of focusing our optimization efforts on peak time intervals, we conducted
an experiment in which we randomly choose n and
e l ∈  ×  and use the equal probability metric selection scheme. For 80% of the neighborhoods
we choose n = 5 and e l = 0 1440. Hence, most
of our neighborhoods have no ﬁxing and use the
entire planning horizon. For the remaining 20% of
the neighborhoods we choose n = k with k > 5 and
choose between the morning and evening time intervals with equal probability. The results, averaged over
the 10 instances, are presented in Table 8.
When we compare the performance of the new
schemes with the original scheme (shown in Table 3),
we observe that the success rate and the average
change per success improve for all k > 6 and that the
improvements are getting more substantial as k gets
Table 8

Time Interval Focus Results

k

IMPROV

ATT

SUCC

CHG/SUCC

TIME/IP

6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18

660
674
660
667
661
635
580
505
447

40258
36374
31610
27571
23123
15911
10909
7532
5307

1284
1411
1569
1753
1981
2521
2973
3315
3575

2619
2693
2728
2830
2962
3248
3667
4149
4836

102
109
124
139
166
253
403
614
862
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Table 9

Isolated Time Interval Focus Results

Master

k

IMPROV

ATT

SUCC

CHG/SUCC

TIME/IP

6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18

103
137
168
196
218
265
263
244
227

7450
6784
5866
5089
4306
2907
1888
1273
921

1054
1442
1954
2429
2942
4420
5471
5884
5570

2697
2875
3011
3260
3534
4229
5214
6674
9060

054
098
171
257
403
887
1787
3079
4434

larger. Furthermore, we see that the average integer
programming solution time actually goes down for
smaller values of k, which indicates an ability to solve
larger subsets more rapidly.
Table 9 isolates those 20% of the searches focusing
on peak time intervals. For k = 6, we see that even
though we reduce the number of requests that can
be rescheduled by 50% (because only requests in the
morning or the evening can be rescheduled), we get
a success rate and average change per success that is
comparable to the original neighborhood with n = 5,
and we solve the integer programs in half the time.
The success rate and average change per success for
the largest values of k show vast improvement. The
decline in overall performance at these values is due
to the fact that the we use signiﬁcantly more time
to build graphs and the integer programs are getting
harder to solve. In fact, for k, the number of neighborhoods searched that ended prematurely because of
the 75-second time limit was 28%.

5.

Parallel Local Search

Even though the local search schemes presented in
the previous sections work well, it does not appear
to be the case that they converge to a local optimum
within four hours. Therefore, it is natural to consider
a parallel implementation to be able to search a larger
portion of the search space within the four-hour time
limit. For discussions on the use of parallel computing
in operations research, see, for example, Kindervater,
Lenstra, and Rinnooy Kan (1989) and Gendron and
Crainic (1994). Parallelizing the local search scheme
will not be difﬁcult because when neighborhoods are
disjoint; i.e., when the sets of jets deﬁning the neighborhoods are disjoint, we can work on them at the
same time and be guaranteed that when we piece the
solutions together we have a feasible schedule again.
5.1. Master/Slave Paradigm
One of the most popular paradigms used for parallel
computing is that of Master/Slave as depicted in Figure 3. There is a single process, called the master, that

Slave 1
Figure 3

Slave 2

...

Slave p

Master and Slaves

functions as a task coordinator. Then there are p processes, called slaves, that communicate with the master and perform the computational tasks. Typically,
the master receives the problem to be solved, intelligently partitions the work into manageable tasks,
and distributes the tasks among the slaves. When the
slaves complete their tasks, they report their results to
the master, who decides on the next course of action
based on these results.
A natural way to parallelize the local search scheme
using the Master/Slave paradigm is to generate disjoint sets J1      Jp ⊂  and assign each of the DAFPs
deﬁned by the sets Ji to a separate processor. Upon
completion, a processor sends the improved schedule
back to the master. The master collects the schedules
and pieces them back together. If there is time remaining, this process is repeated.
The main drawback of the parallelization scheme
outlined above is its synchronous nature. To ensure
feasibility, the master has to wait for all the processors
to ﬁnish before generating another collection of disjoint sets J1      Jp ⊂  . This synchronization results
in signiﬁcant slave idle time when the solution of the
integer multicommodity network ﬂow problem with
side constraints takes much longer on one of the processors than on the others, which is rather typical.
Obviously, the amount of slave idle time increases
with the number of processors employed, and therefore, this parallelization scheme does not scale well.
An alternative asynchronous parallelization
scheme, the one we adopt, is to have each slave work
on the complete schedule. In this approach, each processor executes the basic local search scheme almost
independently. There are two slight modiﬁcations.
First, as soon as an improved solution is found, the
slave reports to the master that it has an improved
schedule. If the schedule is better than the master’s
schedule, the processor sends its schedule to the
master. On the other hand, if the master has a better
schedule, it will send its schedule to the processor.
Second, if after a certain time interval t̄ (which is
much smaller than the overall time limit t) the local
search has not resulted in an improved schedule,
the slave reports back to the master to see if the
master has an improved schedule and, if so, receives
that schedule. Note that the slaves always initiate
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communication with the master, and the master’s
only function is to maintain the best schedule found.
Due to the asynchronous nature of this scheme,
there is no slave idle time and the scheme scales without any problems. However, there is the potential for
duplication of work, i.e., when slaves are working on
the same set of jets and the same set of requests. We
believe that especially for large instances the chance
of this happening is small due to the random choices
made in the local search scheme. Another potential
drawback is that a slave may not be working on
the best-known schedule. This occurs when a slave i
reports an improvement to the master while slave j
is still working on its own schedule, which has not
yet improved. Although this is unavoidable in this
scheme, its impact is minimized by keeping the time
interval t̄ small. In fact, there even seem to be beneﬁts
because this feature appears to diversify the search.
We have often seen that improvements were found
while working on a suboptimal schedule.
Practically, we initiate the parallel local search by
starting p slave processes. Each is given the instance
data and the identiﬁcation of the processor where the
master resides. The key to understanding the communication between the master and the slaves is to
understand “awareness.” The master has no idea of
how many slaves there are or where they reside. All
that is necessary is that the slaves know how to get
in touch with the master. All communication is initiated by the slaves. When the slaves are ﬁrst started,
they will bombard the master processor with the message “I am available, please send me a feasible schedule.” After the slave processors are started, the master
is started. The master is given the instance data and
the schedule produced by the reservation system, i.e.,
the best-known schedule at the start of the solution
process. When the master is contacted by a slave, it
will connect with that particular slave and transfer
the appropriate information based on the state of the
slave.
One of the biggest beneﬁts of this scheme is its simplicity. It is relatively easy to implement because very
little synchronization and information exchange takes
place. Finally, this scheme is insensitive to the number
of slaves actually working on the problem. Slaves can
join and leave the search without any difﬁculties. If a
new slave is added, the master simply processes the
availability message. If a slave does not answer after
synchronization, the master is not affected. One can
envision a grid-computing-like setup where all the
computers available are potential slaves. If computers
become idle, slaves are started that send availability
messages to the master. If the computer is needed, the
slave is just killed off with no ill-effects to the overall
search.

To be more precise, we will describe the communication protocol for both the master and the slaves
in further detail below, beginning with the slave
protocol.
5.2. Slave Protocol
The slaves perform the main computational work.
They are designed to coordinate themselves and they
follow the basic local search scheme, choosing neighborhoods independently.
Figure 4 illustrates the communication protocol for
the slave. Initially, the slave begins with the master
location and the basic data that deﬁnes the instance
but does not possess a feasible schedule. It immediately begins broadcasting the availability message
“I am available, please send me a feasible schedule.”
If the master has not yet been started, the slave just
continues broadcasting the message over and over
again until it is received by the master. Once the master receives the message and is ready to process it, the
slave will connect to the master, receive the best feasible schedule, and then disconnect. Once a slave has
a feasible schedule it can begin its main loop, which
involves executing slave_search(n t̄). As soon as the
search ﬁnishes (either because an improved schedule
has been found or the time limit has been reached),
the slave broadcasts the synchronization message.
Once the master receives the message and is ready
to communicate with the slave, the slave will connect with the master and compare schedules. If the
slave has a current schedule that is better than the
best schedule possessed by the master, the master will
replace its best solution with that of the slave. Otherwise, the slave will replace its current schedule with
that of the master. The slave will then disconnect from
the master and repeat the loop indeﬁnitely.

Not ready
Availability
message

Initialize

Master ready

Is my schedule
better?

Receive
schedule
from master

No

SLAVE_SEARCH (n, t)
Yes

Send
schedule
to master

Synchronization
message

Figure 4

Slave Protocol
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Is time up?

Yes

Halt

645
687
743
781
797

ATT

—
39399
7354 75749
5114 149014
3630 303787
2923 594153

ATT/SYNC CHG/SUCC TIME/SYNC UNSUCC
—
912
1059
1354
1562

—
2408
2108
1989
1807

—
3407
4019
5046
5932

—
2706
4440
5584
6333

No
Availability
message?

No

Synchronization
message?

Yes
Yes

Send schedule
to slave
No

Receive schedule
from slave
Figure 5

Is slave’s
schedule better?

Yes

Master Protocol

5.3. Master Protocol
The master serves the role of coordinator and does not
perform a signiﬁcant amount of computation. It will
execute tasks based on messages received from the
slaves. All the master does is respond to slave broadcasts and maintain the best feasible schedule found.
The communication protocol for the master is illustrated in Figure 5. The master will be initialized with
the basic data deﬁning the instance and the feasible
schedule from the online reservation system. The ﬁrst
check in the main loop is always whether the overall
time limit T has elapsed. If so, the loop is halted. Otherwise, the master checks for one of the two types of
broadcasts from the slaves and processes it.
The master will communicate with slaves in the
order in which their broadcasts are received (ﬁrst-in,
ﬁrst-out). If the next message in the message queue
is an availability message, the master will connect to
the slave, send it the best feasible schedule, disconnect, and then execution will return to the top of the
loop. If the next message in the queue is a synchronization message, the master will connect to the slave,
compare schedules, send or receive the best feasible
schedule, disconnect, and the execution will return to
the top of the loop. Only improved solutions will be
received from the slaves. If no messages have been
received, nothing occurs and the execution returns to
the top of the loop.
5.4. Value of Parallelization
We implemented the communication protocol using
basic sockets in the C programming language. Our
computational experiments are aimed at establishing

the speed-ups that can be achieved for a given local
search scheme.
In the ﬁrst experiment, we set n = 5 and use the
equal probability metric selection scheme. We solved
each of the 10 instances with varying numbers of
processors (PROC). A synchronization interval of t̄ =
200 seconds was used for all runs. The results are
presented in Table 10. We added a few new statistics: the efﬁciency ratio (EFF), i.e., the fraction of
four hours required to achieve an improvement as
least as large as the improvement obtained in four
hours on a single processor, the average number of
neighborhood searches a slave performed in between
synchronization messages (ATT/SYNC), the average
time in seconds between synchronization messages
(TIME/SYNC), and the percentage of synchronization
messages in which the slave had improved its solution
but the master possessed a better solution (UNSUCC).
The value of parallelization lies in the ability to
search more neighborhoods in the same amount of
time. We see that we achieve an almost linear increase
in the number of neighborhood searches. As the number of processors increases, we are reaching the best
single-processor solution faster (as indicated by the
efﬁciency ratio), and the average reduction in ﬂight
time after four hours improves. The number of neighborhood searches and the time between successive
synchronizations increase as the number of processors
increases. We believe this is due to the fact that we
get farther along in the search and our success rates
are decreasing.
The average change per success is decreasing,
which can be attributed in part to improved solutions.
There is also the effect of changes to the master solution while the slaves are searching. This effect is also
clearly visible in the percentage of synchronization
messages in which a slave reports an improved solution, but the master already possesses a better solution. This percentage is quite high when the number
of processors is large. This percentage can be controlled somewhat by keeping the time between synchronizations small.
In the second experiment, we measure the impact
of the synchronization interval t̄ on the performance
of the parallel local search. We ﬁxed the number of
processors at eight and used different synchronization
intervals. The results are presented in Table 11.
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Table 11

Impact of Synchronization Intervals

t¯

IMPROV

EFF

ATT

10
25
50
100
200

833
800
803
791
781

2531
2974
3335
3683
3630

296019
296975
298594
297639
303787

ATT/SYNC CHG/SUCC TIME/SYNC UNSUCC
303
584
871
1122
1354

1927
1945
1922
1922
1989

1496
2480
3454
4323
5046

471
1581
3051
4638
5584

We observe that the smaller the synchronization
interval, the better the improvement. With synchronization intervals less than 50 seconds, the improvement in four hours on eight processors is greater than
the improvement on 16 processors with a synchronization interval of 200 seconds (see Table 10). Note
also that for t̄ = 10, we have reduced the percentage of synchronization messages in which a slave has
an improved solution that is worse than the master’s
to 4.71%.

6.

A Final Experiment

So far, we have measured the effectiveness of each
of our ideas by testing its individual impact. In this
ﬁnal section, we use the knowledge we have accumulated to propose a comprehensive dynamic local
search scheme tuned to achieve the best possible
results given the four-hour limit on computing time.
A ﬁnal computation experiment demonstrates that the
scheme yields improvements of up to 11% on some
instances.
First, we propose to always use metrics. They have
been effective for a variety of ﬂeet sizes, but they are
most useful in large instances. If we choose two jets
that are on opposite sides of the service region, the
likelihood that their itineraries will allow a swap of
requests is low. Hence, it makes sense to try to optimize jets that have similar itineraries and compatible
requests.
Next, we propose to keep the synchronization intervals in the parallelization small. The simplicity and
ﬂexibility of the parallel communication protocol is
attractive, but allows for some duplication of work.
We saw that as the number of processors increases,
the likelihood of a synchronization in which a slave
reports an improved solution that is worse than
that of the master also increases. Keeping the synchronization interval small helps to minimize such
occurrences.
We also propose a dynamic scheme in which
the neighborhood size increases as the search progresses. When using metrics and parallelization, the
larger neighborhoods overtake the smaller ones more
quickly because their success rates and average
change per success are higher. Our goal is to use, at all
times, a neighborhood that produces improvements
at a fast rate (see Figure 1). Because improvements

are harder to ﬁnd later in the search, we increase
the neighborhood size n later in the search. If the
time-out rates become too large, we increase the integer program time limit as well. The size of the
largest jet subset that can be solved effectively by our
core optimization technology depends on the computing environment, but we have solved instances with
n = 10 in a reasonable amount of time.
Finally, we propose to use all diversiﬁcation
schemes discussed when we observe a tailing off.
When that happens, we are in need of a favorable
success rate and a large average change per success.
Making our discretization ﬁner and using time interval neighborhoods help us do this. It is even possible
to use combinations of them to arrive at more complex neighborhood types. Although these techniques
allow us to work with larger subsets of jets, they can
also be used to solve subsets of the same size more
quickly.
We have experimented with two slightly different
schemes using 16 processors. The ﬁrst scheme (DYN)
begins with n = 5 and increases the neighborhood
size by one after each hour of the search. We use
a discretization of  = 1440 for the ﬁrst 45 minutes of each hour and of  = 60 for the ﬁnal 15
minutes. We perform neighborhood searches focusing on peak time intervals once every 15 attempts for
the ﬁrst two hours, and once every 10 attempts for
the ﬁnal two hours. In the second scheme (DYN2),
we begin with n = 3 and increase the neighborhood size by one after each half hour of the search.
We use a discretization of  = 1440 for the ﬁrst 15
minutes of each half hour and of  = 60 for the
ﬁnal 15 minutes. Neighborhood searches focusing on
peak time intervals are performed once every four
attempts. In selecting the neighborhood size when
focusing on peak time intervals, we chose the (n kT W )
pairs 3 5 4 6 5 7 6 9 7 10 8 12 9 13,
and 10 14 by pairing the sizes with the most similar
average integer program solution times. When using
pairs with n ≤ 6, we used a synchronization interval
of t̄ = 10, and t̄ = 15 was used for the larger pairs.
We also doubled the integer program time limit to
150 seconds for the largest two pairs.
The results are presented in Table 12. We have also
included the best results from §2 (RND), §3 (MET),
Table 12
SCHEME

Dynamic Schemes
IMPROV

RND EFF

MET EFF

RND
MET
PAR

570
645
833

—
5906
1767

—
—
2531

DYN
DYN2

942
971

1163
967

1570
1432
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Table 13

DYN2
DYN
PAR
MET
RND

7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

Search time
Figure 6

Progress Comparison

and §5 (PAR) for comparison. Along with the overall average improvement in ﬂight time, we present
the fraction of four hours (as a percentage) required
to achieve an improvement at least as large as the
improvement obtained in four hours for the results
in §2 (RND EFF) and §3 (MET EFF).
To illustrate the progress of each scheme, we have
also plotted their average reduction in ﬂight time at
half-hour intervals in Figure 6.
Both dynamic schemes have improved upon the
previous results with the second scheme performing
somewhat better. When comparing the results of the
second dynamic scheme to the results of the basic
local search scheme with n = 3 in Table 12, we see
that we can now ﬁnd the latter’s solutions in a little over 23 minutes and have gained an extra 4% of
overall improvement at the end of the four hours. If
we examine the ﬁnal hour in Figure 6, we see that
the rates at which the dynamic searches are improving are very similar to the other searches even though
we are at solutions that are much better. This is possible because we have moved to larger neighborhood
sizes.
The ideas presented in Part II have helped us to
obtain improvements for real-world instances that are
comparable to those found in Part I for much smaller
ﬂeets. We present the changes in the basic statistics
for the best schedules we have found in Table 13.
The overall ﬂight time has decreased by an average
of 332 hours per day, which is more than an hour per
plane itinerary. Similarly, the number of legs ﬂown
has decreased by an average of 323 per day, with the
majority of these unnecessary legs being deadheads
(96%). The most critical factor in the success of perseat, on-demand air transportation is the ability to
serve multiple passengers with a single leg. Aggregating passengers is what ultimately makes this business
proﬁtable, and we have improved the average number of passengers per leg from 1.17 to 1.32.

7.

Change in Best Schedules

Day

LEGS

DHEADS

DIST

FLTIME

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

−342
−297
−348
−323
−359
−302
−273
−284
−336
−362

−333
−292
−331
−315
−346
−303
−263
−269
−317
−335

−76750
−80291
−87527
−73606
−86338
−74233
−64617
−66307
−79099
−85840

−20080
−20091
−22255
−19172
−22133
−18916
−16735
−17115
−20436
−22147

Conclusions

The parallel local search scheme produces schedules
with good utilization factors and little deadheading,
and DayJet feels comfortable that with these schedules they can run a proﬁtable business. However, the
parallel local search method does not provide a performance guarantee. To address that issue, and thus
to determine whether substantially better schedules
may exist, we have formulated DAFP as a set partitioning problem in which rows correspond to transportation requests and columns represent feasible jet
itineraries and have developed column generation
techniques to solve its linear programming relaxation.
Computational results on instances with up to 150
jets show that the schedules produced by the parallel local search scheme are within a few percent of
the lower bound provided by the linear programming
solution.
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